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Question No : 1 

A company uses a multitenant deployment of Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011. When you schedule a 

service activity, the scheduler offers appointments at unexpected times. You discover that the times 

correspond to the wrong time zone. You need to set the time zone so that service activity appointments 

are offered at the correct times, without impacting other organizations. Where should you set the time 

zone?  

 

A. in the Date and Time settings of the Microsoft Dynamics CRM server  

 

B. in the facility work hours settings  

 

C. on the General tab of the Personal Options dialog box  

 

D. in the facility settings  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 2  

A customer calls in response to a phone call he received about a current campaign. You need to ensure 

that the call is captured as a campaign response. What are possible ways to achieve this goal? (Choose 

all that apply.)  

 

A. From the Phone Calls Created view of the referenced campaign activity, assign the phone call to a 

queue.  

 

B. Create a new Phone Call activity, and set the Regarding field to the referenced campaign. Then select 

Promote to Response.  

 

C. In the Phone Call activity for the referenced campaign, select Promote to Response.  

 

D. Create a new campaign response activity. On the response form, select the referenced campaign and 

the Phone channel.  

 

Answer: C,D  

 

 

Question No : 3  

You need to schedule a phone call to a group of Accounts and Contacts, followed three days later by an 

email message. What should you do?  
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A. Create one campaign with one marketing list.  

 

B. Create one campaign with two marketing lists.  

 

C. Create two quick campaigns.  

 

D. Create one quick campaign.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 4 

In Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011, you deactivate a Knowledge Base article template. Many articles 

based on the template are in various stages of the publishing process. What happens to the articles?  

 

A. All articles based on the deactivated template continue in the publishing process.  

 

B. All articles based on the deactivated template are disabled.  

 

C. Draft articles based on the deactivated template are deleted. Published articles remain unchanged  

 

D. Unapproved and Draft articles based on the deactivated template are deleted.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 5  

Which of the following statements about marketing lists are true? (Choose all that apply.)  

 

A. You can remove members from a dynamic marketing list by using an Advanced Find query.  

 

B. One dynamic marketing list can contain accounts, contacts, and leads.  

 

C. You can copy a dynamic marketing list to a static marketing list.  

 

D. You can add members to a static marketing list by using an Advanced Find query.  

 

E. Static marketing lists cannot be locked.  

 

Answer: C,D  

 

 

Question No : 6  
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In Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011, you need to display all opportunities and account names of your 

accounts and a sum of the revenue of the opportunities. What should you do?  

 

A. In the Report Wizard, create a report with a primary record type of Accounts and a related record type 

of Opportunities (Potential Customer). Display the account name and the revenue of the opportunities.  

 

B. Create an opportunity view that displays the revenue of the opportunities and the account name.  

 

C. In the Report Wizard, create a report with a primary record type of Opportunities and a related record 

type of Accounts (Potential Customer). Display the revenue of the opportunities and the account name.  

 

D. Create an account view that displays the account name and the revenue of the opportunities of the 

accounts.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 7  

You need to configure the Case Summary Table report for all customers and cases as shown in the 

exhibit by setting the vertical and horizontal groups. (Click the Exhibit button.)  
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What should you do?  

 

A. Clear existing filters. Set Customer as the First Vertical Group, set Status Reason as the Second 

Vertical Group, and set Case Type as the First Horizontal Group.  

 

B. Clear existing filters. Set Case Type as the First Vertical Group, set Customer as the First Horizontal 

Group, and set Status Reason as the Second Horizontal Group.  

 

C. Set Customer as the First Vertical Group, set Status Reason as the Second Vertical  

Group, and set Severity as the First Horizontal Group.  

 

D. Set Severity as the First Vertical Group, set Customer as the First Horizontal Group, and set Status 

Reason as the Second Horizontal Group.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 8 

In Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011, you need to change the query for a dynamic marketing list while 

preserving the current list of members. What should you do?  

 

A. Share the members of the marketing list with a new static marketing list.  

 

B. Change the dynamic marketing list to a static marketing list. Then create a new dynamic marketing list 

to track additional members.  

 

C. Copy the dynamic marketing list as a static list. Then change the query for the dynamic marketing list.  

 

D. Lock the dynamic marketing list. Then change the query for the dynamic marketing list.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 9  

In Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011, you are distributing an email campaign activity to leads. How can the 

owner of the distributed campaign activities be assigned? (Choose all that apply.)  

 

A. The activities can be assigned to a list of users.  

 

B. The activities can be assigned to a specific user.  

 

C. The activities can be assigned to a team.  
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D. The activities can be assigned to the owners of the lead records.  

 

E. The activities can be assigned to you.  

 

Answer: B,C,D,E  

 

 

Question No : 10  

In Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011, you need to resolve a case that has open activities. What should you 

do?  

 

A. Close the open activities, and then close the case.  

 

B. Close the case without a resolution type, and then close the open activities when they are finished.  

 

C. Close the case with the resolution type Problem Solved, and then close the open activities when they 

are finished.  

 

D. Close the case without a resolution, and then close the open activities when they are finished.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 11 

In Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011, which field is required to create a manual campaign response?  

 

A. Response Code  

 

B. Parent Campaign  

 

C. Customer  

 

D. Channel  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 12  

In Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011, which of the following fields is part of a goal metric?  

 

A. the goal owner  

 

B. the fiscal period  
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